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ABSTRACT:
Emerging metallic composite materials implanted with graphene sheets are showing immense
promise, with benefits being observed with regards to mechanical, thermal, and electrical material
properties. This research aims to investigate the effects on ultrasonic wave propagation in
Copper/Graphene Metal Matrix Composites (Cu/Gr MMCs) with varying graphene arrangements
inspired from nacre and bone nanoscale material distributions. To accomplish this, the molecular
dynamics (MD) method is utilized to simulate nanoscale wave propagation on a set of Cu/Gr
MMCs with differing graphene arrangements and volume percentages ranging up to 4.56%. The
computational model results are then analyzed to determine the variation in energy transmission
through the set of MMCs and to observe changes in wave propagation patterns. The MD
simulations concluded that the graphene arrangement does influence the nature of the propagating
wave. It was also found that the volume percentage of graphene contributes more directly to the
deviation in energy transmission rather than the graphene dispersion pattern, resulting in a linear
relationship between energy transmitted and volume percentage. To test trends observed in MD
simulations, ultrasonic experiments are conducted on 3D printed samples at the macroscale with
varying volume percentages that mimic the MD models at the nanoscale. The ultrasonic
experiments led to the conclusion that the highest amount of transmitted energy corresponds to the
solid sample, similar to that observed in the single crystal copper during MD simulations. As the
volume percentage changes in the 3D printed samples, the energy transmitted decreases by 1722%. Unlike the MD simulations, no overall trend was observed amongst the samples, however
the bio-inspired samples did display a decreasing exponential trend of transmitted energy with an
increase in volume percentage. Additional ultrasonic experiments with a larger sample set are
necessary to validate/invalidate the trends observed in the MD simulations.
1. INTRODUCTION:
1.1 Background and Objective:
Composites continue to be a prominent focus of research in material science due to the global
demand for superior materials. The automotive and aerospace industries, for example, greatly
benefit from utilizing less dense structural composites that still maintain their advantageous
physical qualities. These composite materials allow for higher quality designs to be realized, which
could in turn lead to increased energy efficiency, decreased component wear, high fatigue strength,
and increased safety.[1,2] Therefore, continued research into advanced composite materials is vital
for improving the modern world.
Recent research shows immense promise in the development of metal matrix composites (MMCs),
which are comprised of a metal base material with hard reinforcements dispersed in an organized
arrangement.[3] These hard reinforcements have traditionally been made of high stiffness materials,
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such as ceramics or carbon fibers, and are crucial to the overall properties of the resultant MMC.
Current studies have been conducted on using graphene, a 2-dimensional material comprised of
hexagonally arranged carbon atoms,[4] as the hard reinforcement. This is primarily due to the
excellent physical properties exhibited by defect-free graphene sheets. For example, the elastic
modulus of a defect-free graphene sheet has been experimentally determined to be 1.0 ± 0.1 TPa,[5]
corresponding to a considerably high in-plane material strength. Additionally, graphene has shown
thermal conductivity values ranging from 3080 W/mK to 5150 W/mK,[6] illustrating the potential
benefit of utilizing graphene for heat dissipation in microscale electronics. Furthermore,
researchers have also investigated graphene’s electrical conductivity, resulting in an electron
mobility of 200,000 cm2/Vs.[7] Aside from its physical properties, graphene is also extremely
lightweight with a density of around 1.06 g/cm3,[3] further illustrating that graphene could be an
ideal reinforcement in advanced, lightweight MMCs.
Previous studies on MMCs with graphene reinforcements have yielded substantial results. Jeon et
al. have conducted heat transfer studies on aluminum/graphene MMCs, which resulted in a thermal
conductivity increase of greater than 15% compared to the base aluminum material.[8] Xiong et al.
performed tensile test simulations on copper MMCs with a reduced graphene oxide (RGrO)
distribution similar to organically formed nacre. These simulations showed an increased yield
strength of 120% for a 1.2 volume percentage of Cu/RGrO MMC compared to the base copper
metal. Additionally, a Young’s modulus increase of 12% was also observed in this study.[9]
Furthermore, Santhapuram et al. conducted three-point bending simulations on bone-inspired
nickel/graphene (Ni/Gr) MMCs, and they concluded that the arrangement of graphene inside of
the nickel matrix is more critical than the volume percentage. Their studies on pristine Ni/Gr
MMCs resulted in a maximum deformation increase of nearly 30% in comparison to pure nickel,
and other samples yielded a strength increase of approximately 20%.[10]
Bio-inspired MMCs, such as those investigated by Santhapuram et al. and Xiong et al., are of
particular interest in modern-day materials research efforts. Organically formed nacres, such as
those comprising seashells, owe their high strength and toughness to the arrangement of their
constituent compounds. In these nacres, a “brick-and-mortar” arrangement of aragonite and
organic, protein matter is observed. This staggered arrangement of hard reinforcements inside of
a softer material helps to maintain material strength while still providing a means of dissipating
strain energy, and thus decreasing the chance of fracture.[9,11] Therefore, a heavy emphasis has
been placed on researching and developing new composite materials resembling those found in
organic nacres.
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Many researchers have investigated the changes in mechanical properties of MMCs utilizing
graphene as a hard reinforcement, however comprehensive studies on wave propagation through
these composites are less common. Therefore, the objective of this research is to investigate the
effects of graphene arrangement on wave propagation in copper/graphene (Cu/Gr) MMCs. We
develop multiple computational models with varying graphene dispersion patterns while
maintaining constant overall sample dimensions, temperature, and initial waveform. Graphene
dispersion in these computational models will resemble layered composites previously studied by
Weng et al. and bio-inspired, staggered composites by Xiong et al. and Santhapuram et al.[9,10,12]
Energy transmission values will then be computed for all Cu/Gr MMCs and compared to a single
crystal copper baseline. This analysis will illustrate any correlation, or lack thereof, of energy
dissipation in response to graphene dispersion. Additionally, physical ultrasonic experiments are
conducted on 3D-printed objects comparable to the simulated Cu/Gr MMCs, allowing for the
validation of trends observed during computational simulations.
2. METHODOLOGY:
2.1 Nanoscale Model Overview:
To analyze the nanoscale effects of implanting graphene sheets inside of a copper matrix,
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are conducted using the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular
Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) developed by Sandia National Laboratories.[13]
Molecular dynamics simulations are utilized due to their ability to simulate the atomic interactions
of a large number of particles based on user-defined potentials. LAMMPS is used due to its
capability of simulating a broad range of conditions as well as its parallelizability, thus being able
to take full advantage of the Arkansas High Performance Computing Center (AHPCC). In order
to visualize the results of the molecular dynamics simulations, the Open Visualization Tool
(OVITO) is utilized.[14]
The interactions between individual atoms in the MD simulations are governed by interatomic
potentials. For Cu-Cu interactions, an embedded atom method (EAM) potential developed by
Foles et al. is utilized.[15] For C-C interactions, an Adaptive Intermolecular Reactive Empirical
Bond Order (AIREBO) potential is used.[16] Finally, a Lenard-Jones (LJ) potential is utilized to
simulate the Cu-C interactions with parameters adopted from Weng et al. These parameters
correspond to an equilibrium distance between copper and carbon of 3.0825Å and a potential
energy depth of 0.02578eV. Furthermore, 7.701Å is used for the cutoff distance parameter for all
Cu-C interactions.[12]
LAMMPS is used to create all MD models, and starts with the creation of a copper FCC lattice
structure with a lattice parameter of 3.615Å as described in the EAM potential.[15] The lattice is
oriented with the [112] direction aligned with the x-axis, [111] aligned with the y-axis, and [110]
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aligned with the z-axis. After a single crystal copper lattice is created, a python script is used to
create custom graphene sheets with the armchair direction oriented along the [112] direction and
the zigzag direction along the [110] direction. These graphene sheets are then inserted into the
copper lattice parallel to the (111) surface. This orientation was chosen as graphene sheets have
been shown to grow most readily and with the highest quality on the (111) copper surface.[17]
2.2 Nanoscale Model Validation:
To validate the nanoscale Cu/Gr MMC models, a compression test was conducted to replicate a
similar test performed by Weng et al.[12] This was done by creating a copper block with dimensions
of 97Å, 100Å, and 102Å in the [112], [111], and [110] directions, respectfully. A graphene sheet
with dimensions of 96Å and 101Å was then created and inserted into the center of the copper
block, approximately 50.1Å from the bottom layer of atoms. The NPT ensemble was then used to
equilibrate the sample to 10K while also stabilizing to a constant pressure and total energy, which
mirrors the simulation conducted by Weng et al.[12] Additionally, a single crystal copper block
with identical dimensions as previously described was also developed to act as a control specimen.
Once equilibrated, the samples are deformed in the [111] direction at a uniform strain rate of
-1x109s-1. The single crystal Cu and Cu/Gr MMC samples are shown below in figure 2.2.1, and
the resultant elastic moduli of the two samples were calculated from the stress vs. strain plot shown.
The single crystal Cu yielded an elastic modulus value of 174.5 GPa while the Cu/Gr MMC yielded
193.2 GPa, correlating to an approximate deviation from Weng et al. of 5.7% and 6.7%,
respectfully.
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Figure 2.2.1: Cu/Gr Model Validation
(a) Pure Copper, (b) Cu/Gr MMC, (c) Stress vs. Strain Plot
Copper Atoms (Brown), Carbon Atoms (Gray)
With the nanoscale models verified, we proceed to study the wave propagation through these
samples. This was carried out by creating a single crystal Cu sample with dimensions of 500 x
2154 x 43Å in the [112], [111], and [110] directions, respectfully. The [112] value was chosen
such that enough space was reserved for graphene sheet dispersion in later staggered arrangements.
The [111] value was chosen to be significantly longer than the other two dimensions such that the
initiated wave would have ample material to propagate through while also propagating normal to
the graphene sheets. Finally, the [110] value was chosen to be significantly shorter than the [112]
and [111] directions to decrease the total number of atoms being simulated while still maintaining
enough length to minimize boundary effects. Furthermore, all dimensions were chosen such that
periodic boundaries were maintained in all directions.
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Once the samples are generated, we equilibrate each sample to 300K using the NPT ensemble. The
simulation box was then expanded in the [111] direction without impacting the sample dimensions,
and thus creating a free surface. Next, the top layers of atoms in the [111] direction are fixed in
place, creating a hard boundary at the top of the sample. Finally, the bottom layers of atoms in the
[111] direction are set to oscillate using the wiggle command in LAMMPS, resulting in a sine
wave propagating through the sample. The parameters of this wiggle command were set such that
the assigned atoms would be displaced with a maximum amplitude of 1Å in the [111] direction,
0Å in the [112] and [110] directions, and would have a frequency of 200 GHz. The frequency of
200 GHz was chosen due to its relatively small wavelength of approximately 271Å through
Cu(111). Higher frequencies were observed to cause immediate local dislocations in the material,
and thus were not further considered. Once the atoms were allowed to oscillate for one period, the
wiggle command was removed and the bottom layers of atoms were fixed. This allows for a single
longitudinal wave pulse to propagate through the medium in the [111] direction. The total energy
values of two (111) layers of atoms spaced approximately 1,540Å apart are then recorded to
calculate wave propagation velocity as well as energy dissipation. Figure 2.2.2 below illustrates
the setup of the wave propagation simulation, and figure 2.2.3 shows the energy output of the
simulation.

Figure 2.2.2: Wave Propagation Simulation Setup
Wiggle Atoms (Green), Energy Readout Locations (Blue), Fixed Boundary (Red), Wave
Direction (Green Arrow)

Figure 2.2.3: Energy Values from Wave Propagation Simulation
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As observed from figure 2.2.3, finite energy peaks are clear at 38.035 ps and 66.715 ps. As the
spacing between these two energy readings is approximately 1,540Å, the wave velocity is
equivalent to approximately 5355.65 m/s. To determine the theoretical wave velocity in the [111]
direction, equation 1 below was used.[18,19]
CTheoretical =√

C22
=5,151.1 m/s
ρ

Equation 1: Ultrasound Velocity within Solid Medium in C22 Direction
Here, C22 corresponds to the elastic constant for Cu in the [111] direction and ⍴ corresponds to the
density of the material. The value of the C22 elastic constant was determined by transforming the
elasticity matrix of Cu provided by Simmons and Wang[20] to the [110], [111], and [112] directions
from the original [100], [010], [001] directions. This transformation was accomplished by using
methods from Pestka II et al.[21] and can be viewed in appendix A. The density of the sample was
approximated by dividing the total mass of all Cu atoms in the simulation by the sample’s final
equilibrated volume, resulting in a density of 8,818.93 kg/m3. Compared to the theoretical wave
velocity, the simulation shows a deviation of 3.97% Therefore, this model is validated for wave
propagation.
2.3 Determining Appropriate Layer Spacing of Graphene Sheets:
Before creating the Cu/Gr MMC models for this study, the optimal layer spacing of graphene
sheets had to be determined. While prior research has been conducted on wave propagation in
layered materials,[22] limited data is available for stratified samples at the nanoscale. Therefore,
thirty-two Cu/Gr MMCs samples were generated with two identical graphene sheets separated by
a variable distance, d, as shown in figure 2.3.1. One graphene sheet remained at a fixed location
in all samples, while the other sheet was moved along the y-direction in increments of 10 Cu(111)
layers, equal to approximately 20.87Å, with a total graphene spacing ranging from 20.87Å to
667.88Å. The same equilibration method and wave function was utilized from the initial wave
propagation study in section 2.2, with a 1Å amplitude in the [111] direction and a frequency of
200 GHz.

Figure 2.3.1: Fixed and Variable Graphene Sheets
Copper Atoms (Brown), Carbon Atoms (Gray)
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Figure 2.3.2: Energy Absorption with Variable Layer Distance
In figure 2.3.2, peaks of increased energy absorption are presented. From this data, a layer spacing
of approximately 334Å was chosen as the most ideal for this study. This spacing was chosen as it
allowed one full wavelength (compression and tension) of a 200 GHz pulse to exist between
adjacent graphene layers while still maintaining as compact of a graphene dispersion pattern as
possible.
2.4 Cu/Gr MMC Sample Generation:
Once the optimal graphene layer spacing had been determined, Cu/Gr MMCs samples are
generated for wave propagation studies. All samples maintain the same overall dimensions of 500
x 2154 x 43Å with periodic boundaries in the [112] and [110] directions during wave propagation.
The first grouping of Cu/Gr MMCs is similar to those studied by Weng et al.[12] and is comprised
of vertically aligned, completely-periodic graphene sheets positioned on the Cu (111) plane. Five
samples are generated, the first having only a single graphene layer located approximately 400Å
from the wave source, with an additional graphene layer inserted 334Å above the previous until
there are five total graphene layers in the sample. These samples are defined as 1L, 2L, 3L, 4L,
and 5L, corresponding to the number of individual graphene layers. Figure 2.4.1 below shows the
1L – 5L Cu/Gr samples, and table 2.4.1 shows the approximate volume percentage of graphene in
each respective sample.
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Figure 2.4.1: Simulation Group One | Vertically-Aligned Graphene Layers
Copper Atoms (Brown), Carbon Atoms (Gray)
Table 2.4.1
Sample 1L
2L
3L
4L
5L
Vol. % 0.29 0.58 0.87 1.16 1.45
Volume Percentages for Simulation Group One
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The second grouping of MMCs, shown in figure 2.4.2, are derivatives of the previously discussed
5L sample. Here, additional graphene sheets are added directly above the existing five graphene
layers, with the final sample being comprised of five individual layers of five graphene sheets for
a total of twenty-five sheets. These samples are defined as 5Lx1S, 5Lx2S, 5Lx3S, 5Lx4S, and
5Lx5S, corresponding to five graphene layers with S number of graphene sheets in that layer.
Table 2.4.2 below displays the volume percentage of graphene in each of these samples.

Figure 2.4.2: Simulation Group Two | Vertically-Aligned Graphene Bundles
Copper Atoms (Brown), Carbon Atoms (Gray)
Table 2.4.2
Sample
Vol. %

5Lx1S
1.45

5Lx2S
2.23

5Lx3S
3.01

5Lx4S
3.79

5Lx5S
4.56

Volume Percentages for Simulation Group Two
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The samples in the third simulation group are a bio-inspired design mimicking nacre or bone
nanoscale material distributions,[23,24] similar to the samples investigated by Xiong et al.[9] and
Santhapuram et al.[10] Five graphene layers are inserted in the center of the copper matrix at
locations identical to the 5L sample shown in figure 2.4.1, except that these graphene sheets are
only periodic in the [110] direction. Additionally, eight graphene sheets are inserted in between
the centered graphene locations, two between each centered graphene sheet, with edges aligned
with the [112] edges of the copper matrix. These sheets are therefore periodic in the [110] direction
as well as on their outermost [112] edge. The total length of the graphene sheets is varied from
200Å to 450Å. These samples are defined as St200, St250, St300, St350, St400, and St450, and
are shown below in figure 2.4.3. Furthermore, table 2.4.3 below shows the volume percentage of
graphene within each of the respective samples in this third simulation group.

Figure 2.4.3: Simulation Group Three | Staggered Graphene Sheets
Copper Atoms (Brown), Carbon Atoms (Gray)
Table 2.4.3
Sample
Vol. %

St200
1.05

St250
1.31

St300
1.57

St350
1.83

St400
2.09

St450
2.35

Volume Percentages for Simulation Group Three
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2.5 Experiments Overview:
Inspired from our nanoscale MD simulation results, we generated several macroscale samples with
varying volume percentage to conduct a set of wave propagation experiments. These physical
experiments utilize a nondestructive testing (NDT) method in which a transducer is used to detect
defects in a material sample without physically coming into contact with the sample. The
transducer acts to convert an electrical signal into an ultrasonic wave pulse, and it can conversely
convert an ultrasonic wave into an electrical signal. The specific transducer used during this project
is an I4-2006-S Olympus Immersion Transducer producing a frequency of 20 MHz. With the
transducer installed on one side of the material sample, an energy pulse is produced. The energy
pulse propagates through a liquid medium until it collides with the material sample, where part of
the pulse is reflected back off of the close material surface while the remainder of the pulse
propagates through the material. Once the energy pulse propagates through the full length of the
material, it will be reflected back off of the far material surface. These reflected energy signals are
then recorded by the transducer and allow for transmission percentages to be calculated. This NDT
method is depicted below in figure 2.5.1.

Figure 2.5.1: NDT Experiment Process; Echo Mode
2.6 Experimental Setup:
The entire NDT experiment setup consisted a single I4-2006-S Olympus Immersion Transducer,
a DPR500 Dual Pulser-Receiver from JSR Ultrasonics, a TBS1202B-EDU Digital Oscilloscope
from Tektronix, JSR Control Software, and custom 3D printed mounting hardware. The mounting
hardware was designed such that the two transducers could be installed directly in-line with one
another while still maintaining their alignment with the center of the material sample. While two
transducers could be mounted, only a single transducer was utilized during these experiments. All
3D printed components were created using SolidWorks and printed on the Stratasys uPrint 3D
printers at the Mechanical Engineering Department at the University of Arkansas. Figure 2.6.1
below shows a 3D CAD representation of the NDT system, and figure 2.6.2 shows the physical
apparatus being used.
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Figure 2.6.1: 3D CAD Representation of the NDT System

Figure 2.6.2: Physical NDT System
2.7 Experiment Samples:
Samples for the NDT experiments were designed specifically with the intention of mimicking our
nanoscale samples. The objective here is to potentially study any trends as observed with the
nanoscale samples. The experimental sample set is comprised of seven PLA plastic 3D printed
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samples with dimensions of 3.81 x 3.81 x 0.76 cm. These samples are designed such that the PLA
plastic will represent the copper matrix in the Cu/Gr MMCs, and water-filled voids will act as the
graphene layers, thus creating a sample with different material distributions. In a similar manner
to the MD simulations, the layers in these 3D printed samples are dimensioned such that they are
larger than at least one ultrasound wavelength in the wave propagation direction, which is
approximately 0.083 mm in PLA plastic (see Appendix B for calculation). As this required
thickness is smaller than the resolution of the 3D printer, the thickness of each layer was
determined to be non-critical from a design perspective. Thus, a layer thickness of 0.8 mm was
chosen for ease of printing.
The samples are divided into four groups based on their volume percentage (vol. %) of water-filled
voids. The first group is a control group composed of solid PLA plastic, and thus has a vol. % of
0%. The remaining three groups are all comprised of a layered sample in addition to a staggered
sample. All layered samples have 0.8 mm thick, 3.81 x 3.81 mm water-filled void layers. The
number of these layers range from a single layer up to three layers. Lastly, staggered samples are
designed such that they match the vol. % of the three layered samples, thus allowing for a direct
comparison of the void arrangements and not simply the vol. %. Furthermore, all samples have a
small key used for installation into the 3D printed mounting hardware, and these keys do not affect
the results of the NDT. These four sample groups are shown below in figure 2.7.1.

Figure 2.7.1: 3D Printed Samples and their Volume Percentage
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2.8 NDT Data Analysis Method:
Due to the nature of the NDT experiments, it is not possible to perform a direct analysis of the
amplitude deviation per time such as that performed for the MD simulations. Therefore, a Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) is performed on the collected data in order to convert from an amplitude
vs. time signal into an amplitude vs. frequency signal.[25] By transforming the data in this way, a
more clear energy deviation across samples can be observed in addition to any phase shifts that
may or may not have occurred.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
3.1 Wave Propagation in Samples at the Nanoscale:
The MD wave propagation simulations were all designed to output the average atomic energy
values of two Cu(111) layers separated by a distance of approximately 1,540Å. These energy
values can then be used to compare the extent of the energy dissipation resulting from the various
arrangements and volume percent of graphene. Each model is allowed to equilibrate until the
pressure and total energy converge to a constant value and the total temperature converges to 300K.
A single 200 GHz wave pulse is then allowed to propagate through the sample for 6x104 fs, which
ensures that the wave pulse has ample time to reach the opposite end of the sample. Quantitative
analysis of the data is performed by comparing the ratio of the final energy due to the propagating
wave pulse near the end of the sample, Af, to the initial energy deviation near the beginning of the
sample, Ai. Therefore, energy transmission and energy absorption are defined by equations 2 and
3 below.
A

Transmission = Af
i

Equation 2: Energy Transmitted Through the Sample
A

Absorption =1– Af
i

Equation 3: Energy Absorbed by the Sample
The first batch of simulations were conducted on the models from Simulation Group One, shown
in figure 2.4.1. Their resulting energy plots are shown below in Figure 3.1.1, with the beginning
energy location plotted as the “Initial Energy Location” and the end energy location plotted as
“Final Energy Location.” Additionally, the single crystal copper sample was included as a
baseline.
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Figure 3.1.1: Total Energy vs. Time Plot for Simulation Group One
(a) Initial Energy Location, (b) Final Energy Location, (c) Complete Wave Propagation Plot
This Total Energy vs. Time plot is then manipulated by using equations 2 and 3 to clearly illustrate
the changes in transmitted and absorbed energy as shown in figure 3.1.2 below. Here, an
exponential trend is observed for the percentage of energy absorbed by the various samples in
Simulation Group One.

Figure 3.1.2: Percent Energy Transmitted/Absorbed for Simulation Group One
The second batch of simulations were conducted on the models from Simulation Group Two,
shown in figure 2.4.2. Their resulting energy plots are shown below in Figure 3.1.3, with the
beginning energy location plotted as the “Initial Energy Location” and the end energy location
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plotted as “Final Energy Location.” Again, the single crystal copper sample was included as a
baseline.

Figure 3.1.3: Total Energy vs. Time Plot for Simulation Group Two
(a) Initial Energy Location, (b) Final Energy Location, (c) Complete Wave Propagation Plot
The data in figure 3.1.3 has been manipulated in a similar manner to the data from 3.1.1, resulting
in the plot below. This figure shows that the transmitted energy decreases exponentially with the
increase in number of graphene sheets at each layer location. The trend shows that the energy
transmitted begins to converge to a value of approximately 2% transmission with an increase in
graphene sheets.

Figure 3.1.4: Percent Energy Transmitted/Absorbed for Simulation Group Two
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The third and final batch of simulations were conducted on the models from Simulation Group
Three, shown in figure 2.4.3. Their resulting energy plots are shown below in Figure 3.1.5, with
the beginning energy location plotted as the “Initial Energy Location” and the end energy location
plotted as “Final Energy Location.” The pure copper sample was included as a baseline.

Figure 3.1.5: Total Energy vs. Time Plot for Simulation Group Three
(a) Initial Energy Location, (b) Final Energy Location, (c) Complete Wave Propagation Plot
Again, the data presented in figure 3.1.5 is manipulated to more clearly show variations in energy
transmission/absorption. Here, energy transmission decreases exponentially with the steady
increase in graphene sheet width. From the trend, it appears that the percent of transmitted energy
begins to level off at approximately 7% energy transmission, or 93% energy absorption.

Figure 3.1.6: Percent Energy Transmitted/Absorbed for Simulation Group Two
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To clearly understand the effects of graphene dispersion within the copper matrix, OVITO was
used to compare the wave propagation of samples with similar vol. % of graphene. Thus,
comparisons were drawn between the 5L (1.45%) and St300 (1.57%) samples. Additionally,
comparisons were also made between the 5Lx2S (2.23%) and St400 (2.09%) samples. These
comparisons allow for the wave propagation behavior to be understood for samples from each of
the three simulation groups.
Figure 3.1.7 shows the plane wave propagation through the 5L sample. As the plane wave
propagates past the first graphene layer, most of the wave energy continues through the samples
while some are reflected in the opposite direction towards the wave source. The same energy
reflection is then observed at the second graphene layer, although at a lesser magnitude. While it
cannot be seen in figure 3.1.7 due to the energy magnitude being plotted, some amount of energy
is being reflected at each Cu/Gr boundary. This trend is observed in figure 3.1.2.
Figure 3.1.8 shows the plane wave propagation through the St300 sample. Unlike in figure 3.1.7,
the plane wave does not encounter a fully periodic graphene layer. However, the wave does show
a similar reflection at the Cu/Gr boundaries, more clearly shown in figure 3.1.9. At t = 45000 fs,
the plane wave experiences a partial reflection due to the centered graphene layer. This decreases
the wave magnitude immediately after the graphene, but the uninterrupted wave above and below
the graphene maintains its higher magnitude. At t = 48500 fs and 52500 fs, additional reflective
waves can be viewed due to both the centered graphene layers as well as to the graphene located
near the edge of the sample.
Figure 3.1.10 shows the wave propagation in the 5Lx2S sample. This figure significantly deviates
from that shown in figure 3.1.7, primarily due to delamination of the first grouping of graphene
sheets. This delamination, more clearly shown in figure 3.1.11 at t = 53750 fs, is most likely due
to the tensile portion of the longitudinal wave causing an increase in the graphene sheet spacing.
By increasing this spacing, the equilibrium distance of two parallel graphene sheets is most likely
exceeded, and thus full delamination results. While the plane wave causes the first graphene group
to delaminate, no delamination of the subsequent graphene groups was observed. Additionally, the
wave still experienced reflections at all Cu/Gr interfaces, similar to that in the 5L and St300
samples. Interestingly, the reflected wave from the first graphene group appears to reverse the
layer delamination after it has rebounded from the boundary, shown at t = 70000 fs. Again, this is
most likely due to the wave compressing the graphene sheets together until their spacing is closer
to the equilibrium distance of graphene sheets.
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Figures 3.1.12 and 3.1.13 show the wave propagation for the St400 sample. The wave propagation
in the St400 sample is nearly identical to that shown in figures 3.1.8 and 3.1.9, with partial
reflections occurring at each Cu/Gr boundary. However, unlike St300, this sample experiences
dislocations at the edges of the graphene layers during wave propagation. While this is believed to
be caused by having insufficient copper material in between graphene edges, other researchers
have observed similar localized dislocations in graphene composites.[26,27,28] These dislocations,
shown at t = 50000 fs, appear to guide the wave while also inhibiting propagation across the
dislocation themselves.
Overall, the data suggests that the volume percentage of graphene has a more significant impact
on energy transmission than the arrangement of the graphene sheets. The bio-inspired, staggered
arrangements saw different wave propagation patterns than those observed in the layered samples,
but no substantial differences in total energy transmitted were observed. Therefore, no definitive
advantages are observed between the layered arrangement and the staggered arrangement with
respect to wave propagation.
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Figure 3.1.7: Wave Propagation in 5L Sample
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Figure 3.1.8: Wave Propagation in St300 Sample
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Figure 3.1.9: Close Up View of Wave Propagation in St300 Sample
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Figure 3.1.10: Wave Propagation in 5Lx2S Sample
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Figure 3.1.11: Close Up View of Delamination in 5Lx2S Sample
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Figure 3.1.12: Wave Propagation in St400 Sample
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Figure 3.1.13: Close Up View of Dislocations in St400 Sample
While the arrangement of graphene did result in different patterns of wave propagation, as
displayed in figures 3.1.7 - 3.1.13, it was the vol. % of graphene in the copper matrix that most
directly affected energy transmission. Tables 2.4.1, 2.4.2, and 2.4.3 display the tabulated vol. % of
each sample, and figure 3.1.14 shows the correlation between the vol. % and the transmission
values taken from figures 3.1.2, 3.1.4, and 3.1.6. The figure shows that by increasing the vol. % of
graphene, energy transmission values decrease linearly in the form of Transmission = -2.45 x
Vol.% + 12.84.
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Figure 3.1.14: Transmission vs. Vol. % for MD Simulations
3.2 Experiment Results:
With the conclusive results gathered by the MD simulations, it is highly beneficial to run physical
experiments to study similar trends. The physical ultrasonic experiments performed during this
research used a single transducer element to produce a 20 MHz energy pulse within a tank of water.
This energy pulse then propagated through the liquid medium and interacted with the PLA samples
shown in figure 2.7.1. This interaction with the PLA samples contributed to the energy deviation
of the initial pulse, which in turn resulted in decreased energy recorded by the transducer. In order
to gather a comprehensive data set, five NDT experiments were performed on each of the PLA
samples shown in figure 2.7.1, for a total of thirty-five NDT experiments. The resultant amplitude
versus time data was then transformed using a Fast Fourier Transform[25] and filtered using a
Rational Transfer Function in MATLAB. Figure 3.2.1 shows the filtered FFT signals for one of
the trials of each of the PLA samples.
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Figure 3.2.1: Normalized Amplitude vs. Frequency; Filtered FFT Signal
Once all of the data was converted via FFT and filtered in MATLAB, the highest values from the
first two peaks were recorded. Equations 2 and 3 were then utilized to calculate the transmitted
and absorbed energy percentages for all thirty-five trials. Figure 3.2.2 below shows the percentage
of the initial energy transmitted through the sample, with standard deviations shown.

Figure 3.2.2: Percent Energy Transmitted Through PLA Samples during NDT Experiments
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The energy transmission through the PLA samples shows variation due to volume percentage as
well as to pore arrangement. The solid sample showed the highest energy transmission percentage
of all samples at approximately 37%. Energy transmission percentages decreased for the non-solid
samples with transmission values ranging from 17% to 22%. As expected, the energy transmission
for non-solid samples are substantially lower than that of the solid sample. While the layered
samples did not yield a discernable trend, the bio-inspired arrangements did yield a decreasing
exponential trend for energy transmitted with an increase in volume percentage. Furthermore, an
obvious outlier is present with the 10.5% layered sample, which showed energy transmission
values exceeding that of the solid sample. As the other non-solid samples showed a significant
decrease in energy transmission, it can confidently be concluded that the data for the 10.5% layered
sample is inaccurate.
3.3 Comparison Between Simulations and NDT Experiments:
Results from both the MD simulations as well as the NDT experiments show that samples with
0% volume percentage yielded the highest energy absorption values of all samples tested. While
the MD simulations showed a distinct linear trend for energy transmitted through the Cu/Gr
MMCs, the NDT experiments displayed an exponentially decreasing trend for bio-inspired
arrangements and no discernable trend for the layered samples. The different trends observed in
the MD simulation and the NDT experiments can be attributed to a number of factors, such as the
drastic variation in length scales, the material differences between Cu/Gr and PLA/water samples,
and the wave frequencies being four orders of magnitude different between the MD simulations
and the NDT experiments.
4. CONCLUSIONS:
We used molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to simulate ultrasonic wave propagation in copper
samples with varying arrangements and vol. % of graphene sheets. These simulations allowed for
a comparison of wave propagation in Cu/Gr MMCs with respect to a pure copper baseline.
Additional physical ultrasonic experiments were conducted on 3D printed PLA samples in an
attempt to validate the results observed in MD simulations. The conclusions from this study are
presented below.
Molecular Dynamic Simulations:
● MD simulations showed that graphene dispersion in copper does impact ultrasonic
wave propagation.
● The dispersion arrangement of graphene does change the pattern at which the
ultrasound wave propagates through the Cu/Gr MMC.
● Volume % of graphene in the copper lattice has a stronger effect on ultrasonic wave
propagation than the dispersion pattern. The energy transmission vs. volume %
displayed a linear trend in the form of Transmission = -2.45 x Vol.% + 12.84.
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Ultrasonic Experiments:
● Energy transmission was highest through the solid PLA sample at approximately
37% transmission.
● The data for the 21% layered, 31.5% layered, and staggered samples showed
transmission values ranging from approximately 17% to 22%.
● The transmission through the layered samples displayed no discernable trends; the
bio-inspired samples show a decreasing exponential trend.
● Additional NDT experiments conducted on a more comprehensive set of layered
and bio-inspired samples are necessary in order to acquire more definitive results.
Comparison Between Methods:
• Both MD simulations and NDT experiments saw overall decreases in energy
transmission by increasing volume percentage in comparison to a solid sample.
• Dissimilar trends were observed in the MD simulations and the NDT experiments.
This is most likely due to the different length scales, material properties, and wave
frequencies used between the two respective methods.
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APPENDIX A:
The following table contains the original elastic constants for Cu with respect to the [100], [010],
[001] directions.[20] All units are in GPa.
Original Cu Elastic Constants
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124

0

0

0

124

167

124

0

0

0

124

124
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0

0

0

0

0

0
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0

0

0

0

0

0
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0

0

0

0

0

0
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The elastic matrix was then transformed from the [100], [010], [001] directions to the [112], [111],
[110] directions, resulting in the following constant values.
Transformed Cu Elastic Constants
234

82

100

-6

-6

12

82

234

100

-6

-6

12

100

100

215

12

12

-24

-6

-6

12
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-6

-6

12

-24
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12

12

-24

-6

-6
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APPENDIX B:
Per the manufacturer’s specifications, the density of the PLA plastic is 1.27 g/cm3 = 1270 kg/m3.[29]
Additionally, the elastic modulus of the PLA material is approximately 3.5 GPa.[30] Using these
values, the wave speed inside of PLA can be determined.

𝐶𝑃𝐿𝐴

𝐸
3.5 ∗ 109
√
=√ =
= 1,660.09 𝑚/𝑠
𝜌
1270

With the wave velocity within PLA known as well as the frequency of the transducers, then the
wavelength of the ultrasound wave can be calculated.
𝜆=

𝐶𝑃𝐿𝐴 1660.09
=
≈ 0.083 𝑚𝑚
𝑓
20 ∗ 106
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